CASE STUDY

Quickly Boost Top-of-Funnel
Quality & Conversions
How Booster Fuels uses Findem
to source more efficiently and
reduce the time to hire

60% increase in top of candidate funnel

THE CHALLENGE
Headquartered in San Mateo, California,
Booster Fuels is a startup that has reimagined
traditional energy supply chain logistics.
The company’s app-based service brings
mobile fuel stations to office parks, fleets,
campuses, and consumers on-demand –
preventing 1.4 pounds of CO2 with each
boost delivered.

Our old sourcing methods just took
too long and we knew it was time
to explore alternatives. Fortunately,
our Chief People Officer had used
Findem at his previous company
and he suggested we try it. I’m so
glad we did.
NERISSA GAERLAN,
SENIOR RECRUITING MANAGER,
BOOSTER FUELS

30% improvement in candidate response
rate
50% reduction in time to hire
10 hours per week saved to use for
other priorities

As a rapidly growing business in a
‘candidate’s market’, the challenge is only
increasing for the Booster Fuels recruiting
team. Their use of point solutions like
LinkedIn, Indeed, Glassdoor and others is no
longer adequate to meet the demand.

Slow hunting and sourcing
The Booster Fuels team determined that it
was taking far too long to fill the candidate
funnel, and once they did, the quality of
the candidates was often inconsistent.
Traditional sourcing tools are saturated
with candidate profiles, but their embedded
search tools lack precision to target the right
skills, qualities and experiences companies
are really seeking.

THE CHALLENGE

As a result, each recruiter was spending
an estimated two hours “on a good day”
clicking through countless profiles to find
the hidden gems.

Cumbersome outreach
Launching a personalized outreach
campaign with the appropriate content,
tone and cadence was the next hurdle.
For some campaigns, the team would use
email finding tools to discover personal
email addresses, but InMail was used
most. In both cases, excessive time was
required to assign candidates to the right
campaigns, produce tailored messages,
schedule their distribution, and track
responses and follow-up.
These recurring struggles had, on
occasion, driven the team to engage hiring
agencies, but this wasn’t cost effective.
The team set out to explore a new inhouse tech stack that would improve
funnel health and ultimately accelerate the
time to hire quality candidates.

We were really successful with Findem
right off the bat and were able to fill a
difficult role in half the time. It’s been a very
positive experience and so we are using it
more and more.
NERISSA GAERLAN

THE SOLUTION
Booster Fuels sought a sourcing
platform to cast a wider net,
quickly narrow the results, and
streamline outreach. They turned
to Findem.

Stop clicking through profiles
Findem enables the team to cast a wider net for more
qualified candidates. The People Intelligence platform
automatically scans every public database of people
information using attribute-based search to hone into the
qualitative characteristics that are critical to the role – such
as “saw a company through hypergrowth to a successful
exit, 6-8 years in energy sector, and worked on products
that contributed to 40% yoy growth.”
Findem’s attribute-based search has helped Booster
Fuels to source a wide range of positions at headquarters,
including marketing, inside sales, strategic and enterprise
sales positions, operations managers, overnight shift
supervisors, and recruiters. Findem is also simplifying and
accelerating the company’s hard-to-fill reqs.
By using Findem for targeted sourcing, the team no longer
wastes hours clicking through hundreds of profiles to
identify candidates for outreach. Instead, Findem displays
only candidates who possess all selected attributes.

The beauty of Findem is that we
can reach so many candidates
and the built-in attributes
instantly screen people out so
we aren’t overwhelmed. In just
a few minutes, we have the
top 10 profiles to add to the
campaign.
NERISSA GAERLAN

THE SOLUTION

That can mean a shortlist of the top 100, 250, or
500 candidates to begin an automated outreach
campaign and deliver well matched and
interested individuals to the recruiter’s inbox.
Further refinements to the attributes – such as
also requiring candidates to “have 5-8 years
of experience in a compliance role” – instantly
narrows the pool even further from 500 to a
manageable quantity of quality individuals.

Personalized messages increase response
rates from candidates
Findem’s outreach tool has empowered the
Booster Fuels team to easily craft personalized
messages and test their response rates.
Through this process they have honed their
messages and curated successful, shared
templates that they quickly customize to
optimize the response rate. They can easily
tweak email subject lines within Findem to
further boost response.
Their previous outreach tool only allowed a
single link to the job description. They found
that using Findem to also add links to the
Booster Fuels website, the job description, and
a fun recruiting video has dramatically improved
engagement. In fact, Findem has helped the
team increase their response rate by 30 percent!

The Findem team has been
awesome. They’ve walked us
through attributes to help us
set up searches and they’ve
helped define the messages
and scheduling cadence for our
campaigns. We even have a Slack
channel for ongoing collaboration
with them. Great service!
NERISSA GAERLAN

THE OUTCOME
Set-and-forget outreach campaigns

With Findem, Booster Fuels has succeeded
with its initial objective: they have efficiently
filled the top of the funnel with quality
candidates and they are optimizing for
conversions at each stage. Within the first
month of using Findem, the company filled a
compliance policy position that would normally
take two months or more to fill.

With Findem, the Booster Fuels recruiting team
spends a few minutes setting up outreach
campaigns to automate contact with all of their
candidate matches. They select messages, define
when to send each message, and select next
steps – such as a follow-up message to schedule
an interview based on click behavior. Next step:
phone screens with interested candidates. And
since Findem integrates with the Booster Fuels
ATS, the workflow is completely streamlined.

Now that Booster Fuels is hitting their stride
with Findem at the center of their sourcing
strategy, the team intends to leverage Findem’s
analytics to reduce the cost to hire and to
support the company goals around diversity,
equity, inclusion and belonging.

It all comes down to this: I’d recommend
Findem to any recruiting team!
NERISSA GAERLAN
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